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There have been many studies performed on Squam. From decades of water quality monitoring to the study of loons—we
have a deep understanding of the current state of the lakes and watershed.
The 1991 Squam Watershed Plan initiated great projects. Recommendations that became actions include a tributary water
quality study, an investigation into the impacts of human waste on the Squam ecosystem, a biological inventory of the entire
watershed, and the establishment of a public boat launch on the lake.
Twenty-five years later, we are updating the Squam Watershed Plan. A watershed plan, similar to town master plans,
Parameter
Current State Trend
examines the current state of a watershed system—its water
quality, land use, wildlife, invasive species, local economy,
healthy
cultural resources, and more. Through this lens we look to the Water Quality
future. What do we want to see the Squam Watershed look
like in ten years, or in twenty years? How do we see our future Milfoil-Squam Lake
fair,
generations enjoying this rich resource?
Our Watershed Reports are part of the backbone of the new Milfoil-Little Squam Lake
fair
watershed plan. These reports (this is our fourth) represent
the state of the Squam Watershed today. Coupled with public
Milfoil-Squam River
impaired
input and the input from area experts, we have a broad understanding of this region. With further input from surveys,
Loons
impaired
public meetings, steering committee work, and a graduate
student research project examining the relationship between
Land Conservation and Trails
healthy
land use and water quality, the new plan will establish goals
and recommendations to further understand and protect the
Squam Watershed.
Fishery-Coldwater
fair
Much has changed since the first watershed management
plan. We are facing modern threats that we could not have
Fishery-Warmwater
healthy
anticipated 25 years ago. Invasive species, road salt impacts,
rising temperatures, and chemical impacts to water quality are
Boating
fair
all realities that need to be addressed in a new plan. How we
protect the Squam watershed in light of these and other, as yet
Terrestrial Invasives
fair
unknown, threats is a critical question. A new watershed plan
will help us address these issues.

Get
Involved!

Participate.

Volunteer.

Protect the Squam Lakes
Help monitor the watershed for
Watershed for present and the proactive protection of lake
future generations.
resources.

Support.
Be a champion of the SLA’s
mission by donating.

data collected by SLA and the Squam Lakes Conservation Society

In 2015, 140 additional acres of
the Squam Watershed were conserved by the Squam Lakes Conservation Society. Twenty-six percent of
the watershed is now protected by conservation easements. The acquisition and
protection of Whitten Woods represents
a success as well.

Land Conserved in the Squam
Watershed, 2013-2015
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Land Conservation and Trails
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Volunteers and SLA staff maintained
100
all 50 miles of trails within the SLA net50
work. In 2015, the SLA began staffing
0
Trail Hosts on weekends at the West Rat2013
2014
2015
tlesnake and Mount Morgan trailheads.
Trail hosts counted an average of 54 hikers per hour on the Old Bridle Path on West Rattlesnake. The highest hiker rate, 105 hikers per hour,
was recorded on August 9th. Trail use at the Old Bridle Path and Mount Morgan represents the busiest of all the SLA-maintained trailheads. Quiet
and uncrowded experiences can be found throughout the entire trail network.
data collected by the SLA, University of New Hampshire,
and Plymouth State University
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2015 Squam Lakes Average Chlorophyll a
Lakes with high water quality typically have chlorophyll a levels below 3 ppb.
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Lakes with high water quality typically have total phosphorus levels below 8 ppb.
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The Loon Preservation Committee continues to investigate toxic contamination in the
northeast portion of the lake. This is an issue
that needs more examination overall.

Lakes with high water quality typically have water clarity measurements of greater than 4m.

Moultonboro Bay

Further research at Plymouth State University is examining the relationship of phosphorus
to land use and storm flow phosphorus in the
Squam Watershed.
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Sandwich Bay

Researchers will dig deeper into these clusters and what distinguishes them from one
another and will look at long-term patterns
in variability of water quality over time. Yearround monitoring with new water quality meters is now underway and will provide more
complete information about patterns both
within each year and on long term trends in
different cluster areas.
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Kent Island

Researchers at Plymouth State University’s Center for the Environment recently
examined the history of water quality data collected on Squam since 1979. By looking
at data and monitoring sites spatially, scientists discovered an interesting pattern of
clustering. Clusters are represented by different colors in the figures to the right. Certain sites exhibit similar water quality characteristics. These clusters could be determined
by land use within the watershed, among other things. The presence of agriculture, forest,
wetlands, and development within the watershed of each site could influence water quality.

2015 Squam Lakes Average Transparency
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Based on our study of transparency, chlorophyll, and total phosphorus, the
Squam Lakes continue to exhibit excellent water quality. All deeper sites (represented by blue, orange, and green in the charts to the right) are defined by their
low algae growth, high water clarity, and low nutrient levels. These sites all fall well
within New Hampshire’s healthy waters standards. Shallower sites, represented by red
and black in the charts to the right, may exhibit poorer water quality according to state
standards, but this is due to the shallow depth of these sites (less than 4 meters deep).
Transparency results for the three shallowest sites are not included in this analysis because the secchi disk is visible all the way to the lake bottom in these locations.
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Water Quality

Common Loons

data collected by the Loon Preservation Committee

Squam’s loons had an encouragSquam Watershed Loons 2011-2015
ing beginning to the nesting season 18
in 2015, with ten of the fourteen 16
pairs of loons nesting. Unfortunately, only 14
six chicks hatched from those nests and 12
four survived. Overall breeding success 10
on Squam remains well below long-term
8
averages and the rate needed to maintain a
6
stable population. Ongoing testing of unTP: Territorial Pairs
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NP: Nesting Pairs
hatched loon eggs indicates increasing con2
CH: Chicks Hatched
CS: Chicks Surviving
taminant levels in Squam eggs since 2011 following several years of lower levels. The
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Loon Preservation Committee continues to monitor contaminant levels in Squam
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loon eggs, investigate potential sources of contaminants, and research the impact of
Squam
Little Squam
White Oak
multiple threats to the Squam loon population. In 2015,
Little Squam had one loon pair that nested and hatched
one chick, which did not survive. White Oak Pond had
Support Squam Loons! Use only non-lead fishing tackle (it’s the
a pair that did not nest. Barville, Intervale, and Kusumpe
law!), stay at least 150 feet away from loons, respect signed and roped
Ponds had no territorial pairs in 2015. Please report any
nesting areas, and boat slowly through areas that have loon chicks.
sick, injured, or dead loons to the Loon Preservation
Committee at (603) 476-5666 and visit www.loon.org for
more information.

Variable Milfoil Management

data collected by the SLA

Join the Weed Watcher effort on Squam by signing up for a Weed
Watcher morning. We head out Saturdays in June, July, and
August.

Squam Fisheries

SLA DASH system usage, 2012-2015
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Milfoil removal efforts on Squam continue to be hugely successful. The use of
the Diver Assisted Suction Harvester (DASH) system serves as an indicator for
milfoil abundance. The DASH system is only used in dense infestations. Over
the past three years, we employed the DASH system fewer times each summer.
The DASH was not used at all in Big Squam in 2015, and its use is declining in Little
Squam, allowing for more focused DASH system use in the Squam River.
In 2015, the SLA pulled less than 2,000 gallons of milfoil from lakes, about half of
what was removed the year before. While the removal efforts are just as intensive and
time consuming, the smaller amount of milfoil pulled represents a decrease in abundance across the entire system. The Squam River is still considered impaired for milfoil.
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data collected by New Hampshire Fish and Game Department

Number of Salmon captured in netting efforts

Coldwater fishery (smelt, salmon, trout)
Fall 2015 salmon netting efforts revealed a further reduced landlocked salmon population at
Squam with historically low trap net catches; very few overall individuals were caught during the
seasonal sampling event. To address this declining and aging population, NH Fish and Game (NH F&G)
in 2015 stocked larger (about ten inches in length) and more (about 3,000) salmon. Fall 2016 will mark
the first formal evaluation of the fall-stocking program, set for three experimental years. If successful,
this stocking technique will become standard on Squam.
Photo: John Viar
Squam smelt continue to be healthy and robust.
Squam Lakes Salmon 2011-2015
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Warmwater fishery (large- and smallmouth bass)
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The warmwater fishery on Squam remains healthy. The annual young-of-the-year report from
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NH F&G indicates small- and largemouth bass populations are healthy in the Squam Lakes.
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Through an ongoing study with NH F&G, NH BASS Nation, and the SLA, it is clear fish captured in Big
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Squam will return to the larger lake after being released in Little Squam.
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NH goes lead-free in 2016! Remember to use lead-free fishing tackle!
Join the SLA in low-impact fishing tournaments on July 9th, 16th, and 23rd.
Learn more at squamlakes.org

Boating

data collected by the SLA, Riveredge
Marina, and Squam Boat Livery

2015 Boat Density on Squam
total (317)
Little Squam (57)
West Squam (26)

Average Boat Density

The SLA conducted an
aerial photography survey on
the 4th of July weekend on the Squam
Lakes in 2015. Ninety-three images
were analyzed and each boat was
counted. A total of 317 boats in use
were observed on this day. Similar to
the results from previous years, Little
Squam Lake and Rattlesnake Cove
experienced the highest boat traffic
concentrations on the lakes. A new development observed this year was a higher concentration of boats in Center Squam (mostly around Moon and Bowman
Islands) in comparison to the previous year’s data. These public islands are maintained by the SLA and are popular among recreational lake users over the summer.
All boat census and aerial photo survey data (including census areas) are available
on the SLA website: squamlakes.org/conservation/other-conservation-programs.

SW SQM (17)

Dog Cove (18)
Ctr Squam (44)
Sturt (8)
Moult (11)

Boat Density results from
aerial survey on 7/6/2015.
Total number of boats counted
in each area is noted in
parentheses.
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Terrestrial Invasive Species
Over the past four years, Squam conservation organizations have coordinated a watershed-wide effort to address terrestrial invasive species.
The SLA has made progress removing oriental bittersweet from the West Rattlesnake Trailhead and multiflora rose from the SLA headquarters
area. The Squam Lakes Conservation Society has tackled the Mill Brook Preserve,
removing a number of the primary invasive species. Lakes Region Conservation
Trust and Squam Lakes Natural Science
Center have focused removal efforts on
their properties.
Japanese barberry
Oriental bittersweet
Bush honeysuckle
Multiflora rose
Japanese knotweed

Squam Conservation Internship
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The Squam Conservation Internship provides skills and experience for future conservation professionals. Interns serve as the driving force behind the SLA’s conservation mission. This unpaid internship
provides hands-on conservation work
experience and certifications over a
broad range of activities. Interns work
as campsite hosts and caretakers at our
backcountry campsites, work toward the
eradication of variable milfoil, engage
both youth and adults in environmental
education, and perform other conservation duties such as shoreline restoration
and trail work.
Read more about the intern experience
online: squamlakes.org/sci.

The Squam Lakes Association is dedicated to conserving for the public benefit the natural
beauty, peaceful character and unique resource values of the lakes and surrounding
watershed. In cooperation with local and state authorities and other conservation
organizations, the Association promotes the protection, careful use and shared enjoyment
of the lakes, mountains, open spaces and wildlife of the Squam Lakes region.

534 US Route 3, PO Box 204, Holderness, NH 03245
squamlakes.org, info@squamlakes.org, 603-968-7336

